
The building of the Kasbah has allowed people to stay in Imlil without foregoing the 
creature comforts that we increasingly take for granted and enjoy all the more after being out in the 

fresh mountain air. Until now, trekking further out and staying overnight in the Toubkal Massif has meant 
either camping or staying in a local house/gite which, whilst a wonderful experience, is not for everyone.

The first of The Toubkal Lodges has been built in the 
village of Id Issa in the Azzaden valley and is a half/
full days trek (depending on the route) from the 
Kasbah du Toubkal. The valley of Azzaden is truly 
spectacular and very traditional. The Lodge is very 
comfortable offering similar levels of facilities to the 
Kasbah’s Garden House and now allows guests to stay 
right in the heart of the spectacular Atlas Mountain 
without having to compromise on accommodation. 
Its architectural style is such that it complements 
the environment of the surrounding villages which 
welcomes its presence in their valley.

In keeping with our sustainable standards, 
we formed a Village Association that carries out 
Community projects in the area. Many local villagers 
were involved during the building of this lodge and it 
is a welcomed development in the valley.

Whilst the majority of guests will hike in/out of the 
valley, the lodge can also be reached by an 18km 
dirt road so it can still be a very special hideaway 

for those not wishing to trek in/out but who wish to 
stay for a few days, relax and do shorter walks in the 
surrounding area. Options include a range of treks 
and circular routes using The Toubkal Lodge either as 
a stopover or as a base for day hikes. It is also possible 
(by special arrangement) to use mountain bikes 
or horses to access this wonderfully peaceful and 
beautiful location. We look forward to welcoming you.

Amenities at Toubkal Lodge in Azzaden

• Four en-suite bedrooms with spectacular views.

• Traditional wooden ceilings, wooden carved 
doors and other traditional features.

• Under floor heating.

• Spectacular terrace looking up to the snow 
capped peaks of the Toubkal Massif.

• Lounge with picture windows and wood 
burning stove.
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For reservations please contact us: 
bookings@discover.ltd.uk

www.kasbahdutoubkal.com 
Tel: 0044 (0)1883 744667
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